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WNPJ - Reflections on the past;
looking to the future.
By Judy Miner (WNPJ staff 2003 – 2013)

Congratulations to the WI Network for
Peace and Justice on its upcoming 25th
anniversary. Special recognition goes
to the ‘founders’ 25 years ago. These
visionaries saw how interconnected our
issues are and created a powerful umbrella for our work, as important today
as it was then.
The beginnings…
On Feb 23rd, 1991, more than 350
people representing over 60 communities throughout the state of Wisconsin
crowded into the State Capitol to gather
strength from one another in their concern about the impeding Gulf War. They
were hosted by Senator Fred Risser and
Representatives Frank Boyle and Midge
Miller. WNPJ grew out of this first meeting, electing co-chairs, Steve Braunginn
and Nan Cheney.
The first five years of WNPJ were
filled with collective energy working
toward a more just society. The Network
continued to grow under the leadership
of Bonnie Block, while Lance Green
became the newsletter editor. By 1996
WNPJ membership had grown to 50
member organizations & 200 individual
members.
In the Spring of 1998 WNPJ member
organizations took to the streets to protest the expansion of the war in Iraq.
There were demonstrations in Milwaukee, Madison, the Fox Valley, Oshkosh,
and Superior-Duluth.In May, in response
to the NATO bombing of Kosovo, WNPJ
groups again organized demonstrations,
teach-ins, & public hearings across the
state.

By March of 2000, WNPJ was able to
start hiring part-time office managers to
assist Bonnie Block with the growing
Network. Carol Kiemel came on first,
followed in 2001 by Ilana Caplan, then
John Graf and in 2003, Judy Miner. Bill
Braham offered his volunteer services to
developing WNPJ’s first website. That
year Sam Day received the first Lifetime
Achievement Award.
The first ‘Walk for Peace’ took place
in 2002, initially going from Madison to
Milwaukee. Volunteers continued to step
forward - Hildegard Dorrer, Waunakee,
took over as Newsletter Editor and Mary
Beth Schlagheck used her organizing
skills as WNPJ Conference Coordinator
for the next decade. By now the budget
had grown to $43,400, enough to hire
a part time director by the end of that
year. WNPJ moved into office space at
122 State Street in Madison and Alfred
Meyer was elected as new WNPJ chair.
In January 2003 Dana Churness started
working as half time WNPJ Director.
George Martin was a presenter at
that Fall Assembly in Watertown and
called for a sit-in in Senator Kohl’s five
statewide offices urging Kohl to vote
against the “use of force” resolution in
Congress. WNPJ also started its ‘Yard
Signs for Peace’ project at the annual
Fighting Bob Fest in Baraboo, “It’s Time
for Peace. Stop the War”. Over 10,000
yard signs of red white or blue were
eventually sold and distributed across
Wisconsin! “War is NOT the Answer”
and “United for Peace”.

War breaks out…
The U.S. invasion of Iraq began in
March 2003 and the protests heated up
once again. There were 38 Wisconsin
communities now holding regular vigils against the war. Lanterns for Peace
events were held in 20 different communities. Nonviolent civil disobedience
actions took place at Truax, the home
of the Air National Guard, at Senator
Kohl’s office, and at the Federal Center
in Milwaukee.
In 2005, as the Network continued to
expand, we were able to expand the staff
again, and Steve Burns was hired as a
part-time program coordinator while
Judy Miner, replaced Dana as coordinator. With these two at the helm, work
began on a statewide Referendum question for the April 2006 WI ballot. “Bring
Our Troops Home” won in 24 of 32 WI
communities, giving WNPJ international and national press coverage. WNPJ
coordinated 7 buses from Wisconsin,
sending activists to Washington DC for
antiwar work and lobbying.
Justice at home …
A shift began in 2007 – acknowledging that there can be no peace without
justice at home. WNPJ’s board met that
summer for a racial justice training led
by Groundwork. A decision was made
that WNPJ will expand its focus to work
on immigrant rights. Racial and prison
justice work expanded, while work on
other fronts continued. Todd Dennis was
added to the staff to work on Veterans for
Peace and IVAW counter-recruitment.
We were walking for peace with Voices
for Creative Nonviolence and serving
Continued next page
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Pancakes for Peace at the Midwest
Renewable Energy Fair, as well as continuing our Board’s anti-racism work. By
2008 WNPJ had 156 member groups and
427 individual members.
As Wisconsin legislators were considering lifting a moratorium on building
new nuclear power plants, Diane Farsetta was hired to coordinate a ‘Carbon
Free - Nuclear Free’ campaign. She
organized a Lobby Day at the Capitol to
urge legislators to take nuclear language
out of the proposed Clean Energy bill.
Our special Spring meeting was held
at the Oneida Sustainable Farm near
Green Bay, where we learned more about
Indian Mascot stereotypes and real corn.
The Wisconsin Uprising of 2011…
When Governor Walker, in February
of 2011, introduced ACT 10, which
stripped teachers’ unions of bargaining
rights and included other swinging
attacks on Wisconsin’s progressive heritage, WNPJ member groups responded
immediately. We joined in as protests
began. We gathered for our 20th Year
Anniversary celebration with Code
Pink’s Medea Benjamin, who had just
returned from the Middle East, where
she had been present at the Tahrir square
uprising in Cairo. She addressed the
crowds gathering in the state capitol,
where the occupation continued for six
weeks. Steve Burns helped sustain the
movement by introducing the Solidarity Singalong! The red songbook of
pro-labor and civil rights tunes which
he created and the daily hour long singalong in the Capitol rotunda at noon is
still going, 5 years later.
Expanding our focus once more, we
had Winona LaDuke as our keynote
speaker FOR our 20th Year Anniversary
Assembly, and the following year WNPJ
coordinated an outreach campaign
around the use of drones in the U.S. war
strategy. Actions were carried out at the
drone aircraft training facility of Wisconsin National Guard near Mauston,
with Kathy Kelly of Voices for Creative
Nonviolence leading the way.
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Staff changes again …
In 2013, Judy Miner and Steve Burns
resigned & Page Metcalf is hired as office coordinator. Then Z! Haukeness and
Dace Zeps were brought in as new staff
when Diane Farsetta resigned in 2014.
WNPJ continues to focus on injustice
issues – joining in with others working
on Black Lives Matter and prison justice rallies. Energy is currently focused
around the WNPJ Racial Justice Tipping
Point (RJTP) Campaign, an initiative to
recruit more citizens in Wisconsin to be
involved in racial justice work. RJTP
encourages Wisconsinites to regularly
engage with neighbors, community
leaders, and politicians about changing
the laws, policies, and practices that
make Wisconsin a damaging environment for black people.

Wisconsin Network for Peace
and Justice advances a
sustainable world free from
violence and injustice by
connecting, engaging, and
strengthening member groups
and serving as a catalyst for
community organizing and
education.

2015-16 WNPJ BOARD
Officers
• Liz Bruno, Co-chair, Madison
608-515-0280 elizabet.bruno@gmail.com
• Barbara E. Munson, Co-Chair, Mosinee
715-571-9296 Barb@munson.net
• Jessica Williams, Secretary, Madison
480-233-1392 mariej.williams@gmail.com
• Paula Mohan, Treasurer, Madison
262-844-2321 paulamohan@gmail.com

Members at Large

* Several generations have learned
that war is NOT the answer – and have
joined their neighbors standing on street
corners with signs, vigiling for peace.

• Omar Barberena, Milwaukee
414-793-1134 professor00@yahoo.com
• Rob Danielson, LaFarge
608-625-4949 type@mwt.net
• Cynthia Lin, Madison
608-695-3757 cynthia.s.lin@gmail.com
• Carlos Miranda, Madison
608-255-0376 ricosindinero@gmail.com
• Daren Olson, Milwaukee
414-243-7764 cpt_olson@yahoo.com
• Joe Priesler, Oshkosh
joe_preisler@ymail.com
• John L. Quinlan, Madison
QuinlanJohnL@aol.com, 608-213-8409
• Claire Tran, Madison
claratran@gmail.com
• Eric Upchurch, Madison
esupchurch@gmail.com
• Bonnie Urfer, Luck
bonnieurfer@hotmail.com

* It seems that there is even more new
energy now for change, and the social
media tools we have make it easier,
perhaps, to be connected.

Newsletter editor Sheila Spear sspear@wisc.edu
Julia Levine wnpjintern@gmail.com
Events listings and general contact info@wnpj.org

Looking forward…
Here’s a shout-out for all we’ve done
under the WNPJ umbrella for 25 years:
promoting nonviolent civil resistance
in Wisconsin and for promoting racial
justice and income equality.
* We’ve stopped ELF and the big mines
– and Nestle from taking our spring
water.

Thanks everyone. I’m eagerly looking forward to the next chapters….
JM 7-31-2016
To learn more about our history, go to
http://www.wnpj.org/pdf/history07.pdf.

Staff
• Z! Haukeness, Organizer
zh@wnpj.org

• Dace Zeps, Office Coordinator
office@wnpj.org

• Steve Books, Vets for Peace
books24u@aol.com

Please contact WNPJ using the
emails above,
calling 608-250-9240, or mailing to
122 State Street, #405A
Madison, WI 53703
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Racial Justice Tipping Point Campaign
and Upcoming Events
By Z! Haukeness

On Saturday May 21, The Wisconsin
Network for Peace and Justice held its
kickoff event for the Racial Justice Tipping Point campaign. This campaign
aims to engage 3.5% of Wisconsin
residents in racial justice work. The
target of 3.5% is drawn from a study
done on social movements that have
used non-violent action and at least 3.5%
of the population actively participating
in these actions. Our strategy is rooted
in engaging our network of peace and
justice oriented groups in a process of
learning, personal and organizational
change, and action with new partners
across the state. We will provide technical assistance and training to develop
focused racial justice efforts rooted in
three areas:
1. Education
2. Engagement/base building
3. Direct action
Our work for the next five to ten years
strives to engage 3.5% of the population
in the fight for racial justice in order
to shift broader policy and culture. In
Wisconsin, that is 200,000 people. How
many people is it in your community?
To illustrate the impact of this mass-engagement, imagine the recent day of
action at the state capitol to protest
new anti-Latin@ legislation. What if
200,000 people showed up rather than
50,000? What if those same 200,000 educated themselves and their neighbors,
or made a phone call to their senator?
We imagine 200,000 people regularly
holding living room conversations on
race, communicating with legislators,
or attending community events about
ending racism across the state. We
imagine if Wisconsin no longer showed
up on the many lists and reports as one
of the worst places for Black people to
live. Through this mass-engagement, we
envision shifting policies, legislation,
and culture, beginning the path towards
being a top ranking state for people of
color, just as it is for white people.

RJTP Kickoff Event

We are ready to make a change.
Building on this kick off we will be
hosting at least 3 more trainings in the
near future: in September we will do a
similar training in Fond du Lac for 75
people, in October we will work with a
partner organization to train their staff
and volunteers, in January we will do
a training with another partner network
and their 50 member organizations
which will be around 100 people in
Milwaukee, In November a training in
partnership with the nation Native Organizers Alliance for around 30 people
likely in the La Crosse area, and various other trainings that will arise from
organizations that have signed onto the
campaign. We have held our first follow
up conference call and have our next two
planned for August 22nd and September
22nd on relevant racial justice topics.
We will continue these calls regularly
throughout the year. In the spring we
will be hosting a more in-depth 2-3 day
training for 200 people.

The Racial Justice Tipping Point Team
from WNPJ is “taking its show on the
road!” The Congregation of Sisters of
St. Agnes has invited the team to Fond
du Lac on September 17th to conduct a
workshop focused on achieving greater equity in WI. Marian University, a
co-sponsor, will host the program at the
Stayer Center from 8:30-4:00. Agnesian
HealthCare is also supporting the workshop, as are other local organizations
that are dedicated to honoring diversity.

“WNPJ’s Racial Justice Tipping Point
Campaign is a critically important initiative for Wisconsin,” says Sister Sally
Ann Brickner, Coordinator of Justice,
Peace and Integrity of Creation for the
Sisters of St. Agnes. “We want Fond du
Lac reach its “tipping point” and create
an unstoppable movement toward equity
and harmonious relations among all
who live in this community. Many good
things are already happening here, and
the RJTP workshop will build on that
foundation.” Scholarships are being
We have highlighted 10 different proj- offered so that cost will not be a barrier
ects or campaigns for RJTP signers to to attendance.
take action on from signing petitions to
getting into the streets. We are following
up with those who committed to get their
organizational members to sign onto the
statement at our kick off gathering. We
are making strides and want to connect
with you! Let us know if you have questions or want us to offer any support for
your work: zh@wnpj.org.
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A Moment of Great Promise:
Agreement to End the Armed Conflict
By the Columbia Support Network

We celebrate the agreement between
the FARC guerrillas and the Colombian
government to end 52 years of armed
conflict through a verifiable agreement
for a bilateral ceasefire. We fervently
hope that the serious issues facing Colombia can now be addressed through
dialogue and negotiation, without any
party seeking to enforce its concepts
through a call to arms. The transitional justice system, while complicated
and sure to be very costly, holds great
promise for a lasting peace with social
justice, as long as a strong commitment
by the government and civilian society
supports the application of the procedures decided upon.
The presence of the international
community in support of the agreement
to end the armed conflict and to submit
the final agreement for approval by the
Colombian people gives assurance that
a very substantial effort will be made to
carry through the points of the agreement. The role of the countries who have
formally supported the peace negotiations from the beginning — Cuba and
Norway as well as Venezuela and Chile
— has been fundamentally important.
Their continued support and that of the
international community in general will
remain very important.
We believe, however, that this peace
agreement will only hold if certain mea-

sures are taken to improve the conditions
under which millions of Colombians
live. The Colombian government must
address the fact that Colombia has one of
the most unequal distributions of wealth
in the world. Effective land restitution
to those who were forced out of their
homes and their lands must occur —
Colombia now has the highest number
of internally-displaced people in the
world, according to the latest report of
the United Nations High Commissioner
for Refugees (UNHCR), 6.9 million out
of a population of 48 million. And the
voice of the campesinos, Afro-Colombians and indigenous peoples expressed
in the Agrarian Summit and the MINGA
must be heeded. Paramilitary groups –
however the government calls them,
bacrim or emergent paramilitaries –
which are active throughout much of
the country, must be dismantled. We are
concerned that on several occasions the
government has sent militarized anti-riot
police, the ESMAD, to break up legitimate social protest by unarmed civilians.
Militarization of the peace would be a
terrible mistake.
The arrival of peace in the countryside,
which is a fundamental concern of the
peace agreement, must be matched by
a commitment by the Colombian government to protection of labor leaders.
Colombia’s sorrowful record as the
country where more labor leaders are

murdered every year than in any other
country in the world needs to change.
We hope the arrival of peace will be
matched by protection of workers’ right
to organize. We also hope that, in a Colombia at peace, the issues of protection
of the environment and safeguarding the
country’s paramos (ecosystems) from
multinational mining corporations will
be given priority. The favorable results
of establishing peace must be passed on
to future generations through protection
of the extraordinary natural resources
Colombia possesses.
We congratulate the government and
the FARC negotiators for arriving at a
detailed peace agreement with a feasible road map to lasting peace. We look
forward to the addressing of the issues
we have mentioned as necessary to
achievement of a lasting peace.
WNPJ member group Colombia
Support Network tries to support the
people of Colombia, whose lives and
communities are under threat every
day. CSN chapters work to build relationships with sister communities by
forging person-to-person ties. Contact
Person: Cecilia Zarate-Laun, contact@
colombiasupport.net, 608-257-8753.
www.colombiasupport.net. P.O. Box
1505, 29 E. Wilson, Suite 202, Madison,
WI 53701

Regime Change Continued from page 6

We urge the U.S. Administration to
stop funding and supplying weapons to
armed ‘rebels’ in violation of international law and end the policy of forced
“regime change”.
We call for an urgent nation-wide public debate on the U.S. policy of “regime
change”
Members of the Center for Citizens
Initiative (CCI) delegation currently

visiting Russia include Ann Wright,
Elizabeth Murray, Raymond McGovern,
Kathy Kelly, David Hartsough, William
H Warrick III, Sharon Tennison, Robert
Alberts, Peter Bergel, Karen Chester,
Jan Hartsough, Paul Hartsough, Martha Hennessy, Bob Spies, Rick Sterling,
and Hakim Young. Massive nuclear
arsenals are once again on high alert
in the United States and Russia. Misunderstandings, fallacious accusations,

flare-ups and demonizing propaganda
have covered print media and television
screens for two years. CCI sees the need
and possibility for changing this situation. When real people in large numbers
get involved, amazing things begin to
happen. Join us! Let's help reduce the
tensions existing today between the two
Superpowers. http://ccisf.org
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What’s at Stake
By Kathy Kelly, June 23, 2016

In the historic port city of Yalta, located
on the Crimean Peninsula, we visited the
site where Churchill, Roosevelt and Stalin,
in February of 1945, concluded negotiations ending World War II.
These leaders and their top advisors
were also present at the creation of the
United Nations and other instruments of
international negotiation and non-military
cooperation. Tragically, the creation of the
“Cold War” was underway soon after. Reviving tensions between the United States
and Russia make it seem as though the
Cold War might not have ended.
We also met with groups of young adults,
teachers, and veterans of foreign wars. At
each meeting, participants readily agreed
that new peace agreements are needed.
Olga, a tour guide, told me that she was
fairly sure most young people here in
Yalta would know what NATO is, what
the acronym stands for, and they would
know about recent NATO developments.
Our delegation has been wondering how
to cope with a quite different reality in the
U.S., where many people may be poorly
informed about NATO and would know
even less about the Anti -Ballistic Missile
treaty that the U.S. more or less tore up
in 2001.
The Federation of American Scientists,
in its 2016 inventory of nuclear forces,
states that approximately 93 percent of all
nuclear warheads are owned by Russia and
the United States who each have roughly
4,500-4,700 warheads in their military
stockpiles.
Konstatin, a veteran from the USSR war
in Afghanistan, now a grandfather, spoke
to us about Yalta’s history during World
War II. “Many people perished here,” he
said. “More than a million perished during
WWII. This tourist resort was founded
from the bones of people killed in the
war.” Some 22 million Russians overall
died during World War II, most of them
civilians. Konstatin urged all of us to find
ways for avoiding further war, and he
spoke about how funds spent on weapons

are crucially needed to help heal children
afflicted by disease or hunger. Julia, a
University student who wants to become
an interpreter working with diplomats,
said that she is glad and grateful never to
have lived through a war." I always want
to choose words instead of weapons,”
Julia said.
We asked university students what they
thought of prospects for abolition of nuclear
weapons. Anton, who studies engineering,
told us that he believes “the youth of different countries would like to bridge the
gap and work out ways to unite people.”
His words are extremely important now,
as Russia and the U.S., possessing such
huge stockpiles of nuclear weapons, engage
in intensifying conflict. “All of us should
soften the geopolitical relations between
our countries,” Anton continued, “and try
to get together on the same level, on the
same ground. The idea of this future should
be attractive to everyone and enable us to
solve ecological problems. And if we all
put efforts into reaching this idea of development and creativity, in the future, then
the nuclear abolition will be something we
can accomplish”
In 1954 the Soviet government transferred this largely Russian-speaking area
from Russia to the Ukraine. In 2014, after
Ukraine's elected president was ousted
and its new government formed in part by
avowed neo-Nazis, Russia occupied the
Crimea and after overwhelmingly winning
an uncomfortably hasty vote, annexed it
or “reunited” the Crimean peninsula with
Russia, depending on who describes the
history. The Ukraine ouster, it is widely
believed here and in much of the world
outside the United States, is considered
to have been engineered by the United
States and NATO. What plays in the U.S.
as Russian aggression is seen by many
here as a response to antidemocratic NATO
interference along the Russian border.
It can be credibly argued that at its
creation NATO’s mission was essentially
defensive. Stalin was a terrifying dictator,
suffering from increasing psychosis, with

a long history of betraying even those who
seemed to be his closest allies. Yet, as one
Russian World War II veteran noted, the
Russians had not tried to take over other
countries far from their borders. They
actually had been very cautious and conservative about extending the boundaries
or reach of the Soviet empire by military
force, and after World War II Russia needed
to focus on rebuilding the internal Soviet
economy and society.
The continuously assertive military posturing of NATO undermines and conflicts
with the mission and development of
instruments for international negotiation
and constructive cooperation. Among the
most striking examples in recent years are:
1. The decision to expand NATO into
eastern and southern Europe by accepting
the membership or candidacy of countries
as far south as Georgia;
2. The 2001 decision by George Bush to
abrogate the U.S. – Russian Anti-Ballistic
Missile Systems treaty and to build a socalled ballistic missile shield system in East
European countries, allegedly intended to
protect against prospective Iranian missile
launches directed toward Europe;
3. The 2001 to the present decisions by
the U.S. and NATO to invade Afghanistan
and to establish long term military bases
there, anchoring a military presence in the
center of Central Asia.
New conflicts around the Ukraine are
still brewing. Milan Rai, writing for Peace
News, helps put this conflict in context:
“Since Vladimir Putin’s first ascendancy
to the Russian presidency in 2000, the Russian state has used its armed forces against
other countries twice: against Georgia, in
2008; and now against Ukraine… In the
same time period, the U.S. has used its
armed forces in a criminal fashion against
a number of countries, including: Afghanistan (2001-present); Yemen (drone attacks,
2002-present); Iraq (2003-present); Pakistan (drone attacks, 2004-present); Libya
Continued next page
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At Stake Continued from page 5

(2011); Somalia (2011-present)….
The western powers are in no position
to lecture Putin, whose actions in Crimea
look like a Gandhian direct action when
compared to the normal U.S.-UK mode of
operation. From 28 February to 18 March,
Russian forces captured over a dozen
Ukrainian bases or military posts without
the loss of a single life. Compare this to
the U.S. use of tank-mounted ploughs
to bury alive perhaps thousands of Iraqi
conscripts in desert trenches during the
opening moves of the 1991 invasion of
Iraq. (U.S. colonel Lon Maggart, in charge
of one of the brigades involved, estimated
that between 80 and 250 Iraqis had been
buried alive.)
When one thinks of the number of deaths
caused by U.S.-UK aggression since 2000,
including the grim ongoing tragedy of the
Iraqi civil war, it is difficult to listen to the
wave of western outrage.”
“This is not to deny that Putin has presided over a repressive administration,”
Mil continues, noting that Putin has also
carried out atrocities, particularly the indiscriminate bombing of civilians in the
southern Russian republic of Chechnya,
which followed massacres and the enforced
disappearance of hundreds, perhaps thousands, of Chechens.”
I believe that the greatest threat to the
long range peace and security of Europe
and the United States is the reality that the
military sectors of western governments
and the military spending sectors of western economies are so huge and bloated,
like incurable cancers, that they cannot
give up on inventing military threats and
advocating military solutions which powerfully undermine diplomatic efforts to
secure peace.

Call for a National Debate on
U.S. “Regime Change” Policy

By Center for Citizen Initiatives delegation visiting Russia in June 2016
On June 16, the New York Times reported:
“More than 50 State Department diplomats have signed an internal memo sharply critical of the Obama administration’s
policy in Syria, urging the United States
to carry out military strikes against the
government of President Bashar al-Assad
to stop its persistent violations of a ceasefire in the country’s five-year-old civil war.
The memo, a draft of which was provided
to The New York Times by a State Department official, says American policy has
been “overwhelmed” by the unrelenting
violence in Syria. It calls for “a judicious
use of stand-off and air weapons, which
would undergird and drive a more focused
and hard-nosed U.S.-led diplomatic process.”
We are a group of concerned U.S. citizens currently visiting Russia with the goal
of increasing understanding and reducing
international tension and conflict. We are
appalled by this call for direct U.S. aggression against Syria, and believe it points to
the urgent need for open public debate on
U.S. foreign policy.
We note the following:
1. The memo is inaccurate. There is no
‘cease-fire’ in Syria. The ‘cessation of
hostilities’ which was agreed to has never

2. A U.S. attack on Syria would be an
act of aggression in clear violation of the
UN Charter. (Ref 1)
3. The supplying of weapons, funding
and other support to armed groups fighting
the Syrian government is also a violation
of international law. (Ref 2)
4. A U.S. attack on Syria would lead to
more bloodshed and risk potential military
confrontation with Russia. With arsenals
of nuclear weapons on both sides, the
outcome could be catastrophic.
5. It is not the right of the USA or any
other foreign country to determine who
should lead the Syrian government. That
decision should be made by the Syrian
people. A worthy goal could be internationally supervised elections with all Syrians participating to decide their national
government.
6. The memo reportedly says, “It is
time that the United States, guided by
our strategic interests and moral convictions, lead a global effort to put an end
to this conflict once and for all.” Similar
statements and promises have been made
regarding Afghanistan, Iraq and Libya. In
all three cases, terrorism and sectarianism
have multiplied, the conflicts still rage, and
huge amounts of money and lives have
been wasted.
In light of the above, and the danger of
escalating global conflict:

I hope Anton’s ideas will echo in the U.S.
and help steer his generation toward pursuit
of new acutely needed agreements.
Kathy Kelly (Kathy@vcnv.org) is a member of the CCI delegation visiting Russia
this summer, and co-coordinates Voices
for Creative Nonviolence (www.vcnv.org)

included the major terrorist groups fighting to overthrow the government in Syria.
This includes Nusra (Al Qaeda), ISIS and
their fighting allies.

We urge State Department officials to
seek non-military solutions in conformity with the U.N. Charter and international law.
Students in Yalta: Julia on the right, with Irene and
Hakim Anton, an engineering student

See Regime Change, page 4
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WNPJ Membership Renewal Form

Name_________________________________________________________

Address _______________________________________________________
City ___________________________________State _____ Zip __________
Phone ___________________E-mail________________________________
Contact Person for Organization Membership __________________________
I prefer my next newsletter on-line only, please ____________________

Send completed form to: Wisconsin Network for Peace and Justice
122 State Street, #405
Madison, WI 53703

Type of Membership (Check one)
 Individual $35/yr
 Family $45/yr
 Fixed income/ war tax resister $15/yr
 A dollar a week for peace $52/yr
 A dollar a day for peace $365/yr
 Sustaining donor $_____/yr *
 Organization without paid staff $50/yr
 Organization with paid staff $75/yr

* You can become a sustaining monthly donor by
signing up online at www.wnpj.org/Donate-Join

Phone 608-250-9240; E-Mail info@wnpj.org; Website www.wnpj.org. WNPJ is a 501(c)3 organization and donations are tax-deductible.

Save the Date!
WNPJ Fall Assembly, Saturday, October 15th!
WNPJ is celebrating 25 years of work
towards the realizations of a peaceful,
just, and sustainable world!
Our individual and organizational
members have done a tremendous
amount of work both together in coalition and apart on their own work during
this time. WNPJ is proud to have helped
advance this work and to offer over-

arching campaigns to support specific
state needs.
This year’s Fall Assembly, happening
Saturday, October 15th, in Madison will
be a celebration of these past 25 years
together as a network. We will take a
longer look back with a panel discussion
of our history. We will honor our past
board members, staff, and volunteers.

WNPJ at the Energy Fair

Pancakes for Peace at the Energy Fair

Vets for Peace - Milwaukee at Energy Fair

Wisconsin Network for Peace and
Justice hosted our Annual Pancakes
for Peace fundraiser at the Midwest
Renewal Energy Association's 27th
Annual Energy Fair. It was a great
time to connect with members and
member groups from around the
state. Several were there to present workshops and eight member
groups had informational tables at
the fair. WNPJ always open its table
to all member groups and this year
we were joined by Madison Area
Mining Alternatives promoting
their Save the Land, Leave the Sand
campaign. As you plan your outreach strategy for next year, consider joining us at the Energy Fair.

We will present our Lifetime Achievement Award to Steve Braunginn, one of
our original co-chairs. And, of course,
there will be the usual short business
meeting to elect this year’s new board
and approve the budget.
We invite you all to join us for this very
special celebration! Please go to wnpj.
org for more information about the Fall
Assembly.
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WNPJ ORGANIZATIONAL MEMBERS
(New Members in bold)
350 Madison
Alliance for Animals - Madison
ACLU - Madison
AFT #212 - Milwaukee
Anathoth Community Farm - Luck
Artha Sustainable Living Center, LLC Amherst
Autonomous Solidarity Organization Madison
Beloit Monthly Meeting of Friends
Casa Maria - Milwaukee
Church Women United of Wisconsin &
Madison Branch
Citizen Action of Wisconsin - Milwaukee
Citizens Climate Lobby - WI
Citizens for Safe Water Around Badger Merrimac
Code Pink - Boscobel
Colombia Support Network - Madison
Communtiy for Change - Racine
Congregation of St Agnes, Justice Peace &
Ecology Office - Fond du Lac
Coulee Progressives - LaCrosse
Crawford Stewardship Project - Gays Mills
Dale Heights Presbyterian Church Outreach Committee - Madison
DeKalb, IL Interfaith Network for P&J
Democratic Socialists of America - Madison Area
East Timor Action Network - Madison
Echo Valley Hope, Inc - Ontario
Family Farm Defenders - Madison
Farley Center for Peace, Justice and Sustainability - Verona
Fellowship of Reconciliation - Fox Valley
Chapter
First Cong Church, UCC - Menomonie
First United Methodist Church, Church and
Society Committee - Madison
Forward Marching Band - Madison
Fox Valley Peace Coalition - Appleton
Friends of Palestine - Germantown
Gay Straight Alliance for Safe Schools
Grandmothers for Peace - Superior
Grassroutes Caravan - Madison
Grassroots Citizens for Peace and Justice
Greater Wisconsin Committee - Madison
Groundwork - Madison
Habiba Chaoch Foundation - Janesville
Hill Connections - Chaseburg

Holy Wiwdom Monastery - Middleton
“Indian” Mascot and Logo Taskforce Mosinee
Industrial Workers of the World - Madison
Industrial Workers of the World Milwaukee
Interfaith Coalition for Worker Justice Madison
International Committee for the Peace
Council - Madison
Iraqi & American Reconciliation Project
-IARP - St. Paul, MN
Iraq Veterans Against the War - Madison
Juneau County Peace Committee Mauston
Kickapoo Peace Circle - Viroqua
LaCrosse Interfaith Justice and Peace
Network
LGBT Books to Prisoners Project Madison
LGBTQ Narratives - Madison
Loaves and Fishes Catholic Worker Duluth
Madison Action for Mining Alternatives
Madison Arcatao Sister City Project
Madison Area Bus Advocates
Madison Area Peace Coalition
Madison Area Urban Ministry - Madison
Madison Buddhist Peace Fellowship
Madison Friends Meeting - Peace &
Social Concerns Committee
Madison Food Not Bombs
Madison Hours Co-op
Madison Infoshop
Madison Mennonite Church
Madison Pledge of Resistance
Madison/Rafah Sister City Project
Madison-area Urban Ministry
Many Ways of Peace - Eagle River
Marquette University Center for Peacemaking - Milwaukee
Mary House - Wisconsin Dells
Midwest Coalition Against Lethal Mining
- La Crosse, Milwaukee and Madison
Midwest Renewable Energy Association
- Custer
Milwaukee Fair Trade Coalition
Mother Fool’s Coffeehouse - Madison
National Lawyers Guild - Madison
No Drones Wisconsin - McFarland

Northwoods Peace and Justice - Hayward
Nukewatch - Luck
Offbeat Press - Oshkosh
Operation Welcome Home - Madison
Oshkosh Monthly Friends Meeting
OutReach! - Madison
PAX Christi - Madison
PC Foundation - Madison
Peace Action Wisconsin - Milwaukee
Peace Economics - Madison
Peace, Justice and Sustainability Group
of James Reeb Unitarian Universalist
Congregation - Madison
Peregrine Forum of WI - Madison
PFLAG - Madison
Physicians for Social Responsibility - WI
PNHP-WI - Linda and Eugene Farley
Chapter - Madison
Plowshare Center - Waukesha
Progress Media - Oshkosh
Racine Coalition for Peace and Justice
Racine Dominicans Justice Outreach
Raging Grannies of Madison
Rainbow Bookstore Cooperative - Madison
Rapids Citizens for Peace - Wisconsin
Rapids
Red Cedar Peace Initiative - Menomonie
Returned Peace Corps Volunteers of
Wisconsin - Madison
Rock Ridge Community - Dodgeville
Rock Valley Fellowship of
Reconciliation - Janesville
St. Norbert Abbey Justice and Peace
Committee - DePere
St. Norbert College, Peace &Justice
Center - DePere
School of Americas Watch - Madison
School Sisters of Notre Dame - Elm
Grove
SEIU Healthcare WI - Madison
Serve To Unite - Greendale
SHAMA, Inc Projects - Plover
Sinsinawa Dominicans - Sinsinawa
Sisters of St. Francis of the Holy Cross Green Bay
Sisters of the Divine Savior - Milwaukee
Sisters of St Dominic - Racine
Socialist Party of Milwaukee
Socialist Party of South Central WI

Solidarity Sing Along - Madison
SOS Senior Council - Madison
SOUL of Wisconsin - LaFarge
South Central Federation of Labor,
AFL-CIO - Madison
SW Grassroots Citizens for Peace - Dodgeville
The Madison Institute
The Purple Tree - Hudson
Union de la Trabajadores Inmigrantes Madison
United Methodist Federation for Social
Action, WI Chapter - LaCrosse
United Nations Association - Dane County
Chapter & Wisconsin Division
Uppity Wisconsin - Menomonie
UW-Milwaukee Peace Studies Program
Veterans for Peace - Chapters #25-Madison, #102-Milwaukee; #114-Sheboygan; #153-Superior & #175-Janesville
Voces de la Frontera - Milwaukee
Voices for Creative Nonviolence - Chicago
Waukesha Catholic Worker
WAVE Educational Fund - Milwaukee
Welfare Warriors - Milwaukee
Wild Peace Sangha - Viroqua
Winds of Peace - Projects in Vietnam
Wisconsin Alliance for Tenants’ Rights Madison
Wisconsin Books to Prisoners Project
Wisconsin Coalition Against Domestic
Violence
WI Coalition to Ground the Drones and
End the Wars - Mt. Horeb
Wisconsin Coalition to Normalize Relations with Cuba - Milwaukee
Wisconsin Community Fund
Wisconsin Council of Churches - Peace &
Justice Committee
Wisconsin Democracy Campaign
Wisconsin Faith Voices for Justice
Wisconsin Green Muslims
WI Impeachment/Bring Our Troops Home
- Madison
Wisconsin Resources Protection Council
- LaCrosse
Wisconsin Women’s Network
Women’s International League for Peace
and Freedom - Madison
Workers’ Rights Center - Madison

